
Partial Word List -Set 2 

1. The flow of water, air of electricity. Up-to-date

2. Support or strengthen

3. Restore to a good condition

4. A sheet of glass

5. Having or showing wealth

6. A drink

7. A group of related youngsters. To be moody.

CU_R_NT 

B_LST_R 

RE_OVA_E 

P_NE 

O_ULE_T 

BE_ERA_E 

B_OOD

8. A man who carries luggage; move patients in hospital PO_TER

9. To be early. Before. P_IOR 

10. Passionate, eager, enthusiastic AR_ENT

11. Walk at a leisurely pace. AM_LE

12. A person who spends money wastefully SPEN_TH_IFT

13. Noticeable, famous, well known PRO_I_ENT

14. A small island I_LE

15. A slight or flimsy link TEN_OUS 

16. A plan of action, a timetable S_HE_ULE

17. To follow, engage in; continue P_RSUE

18. Reckless, bold or daring AU_ACIO_S

19. A passageway separating chairs; row of shelves A_SLE

20. A small dried grape or small round berry CU_R_NT
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11+ Word Checklist-Week 1 

Match the word meaning to the description given below: a great way to learn your new vocabulary is to use it in your school work. 

1. Full of energy and enthusiasm ________________________ 11. Cause to happen ,to begin___________________________

2. Easily bent or easily influenced ________________________ 12. Home, dwelling___________________________________

3. Natural ability _____________________________________ 13. Success and wealth _________________________________

4. A small stream _____________________________________  14. Arriving at the correct time ___________________________

5. Highly decorated, elaborate __________________________ 15. To put right, correct _________________________________

6. An overwhelming defeat _____________________________ 16. A fellow member, companion _________________________

7. Twist out of shape __________________________________  17. Hard work, progress with difficulty _____________________

8. Walk slowly, leisurely ________________________________   18. Noise of many voices ________________________________

9. Partly open door ____________________________________   19. Choose by voting ____________________________________

10. Gracefully dressed, stylish ____________________________ 20. Unearth, dig _______________________________________

Pliable Elegant Vivacious Toil Hubbub Ajar Comrade Rectify Instigate Contort 
Brook Ornate Elect Prosperous Abode Excavate Rout Punctual Saunter Aptitude 
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Shuffled Sentences 18 

The following sentences have been mixed up. One word is not required to make the sentence. Find 
the word that should not be there. 

1. 
Dancers elegantly drab Stricly 

Come 
Dancing 

costumes wear move on and ornate 

2. 
pliable screw wire and a be is around wrapped taut can 

3. 
contort positions stiffen can into lots different acrobats of 

4. 
impoverished a businessman prosperous is successful very and Lord 

Sugar 

5. 
a business he natural for has aptitude an 

6. 
meeting you punctual your don’t if want to tardy for saunter be 

7. 
door we room is the so smell noise can the hear ajar the from 

8. 
a the 5-1 rout ended as route match up 

9. 
had is he read been was as chosen to Fred first nervous 

10. 
abode family new to the their is into due move there 

11. 
investigation instigated into an halted robbery the the police 

12. 
as normal was tired not Elizabeth and as dull vivacious 
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  Alice Shrinks and Grows -PART 2 

Extract from “Alice in Wonderland” by Lewis Carroll 
Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. 

Soon her eye fell on a little glass box that was lying under the table: she opened it, and found in it a very small 
cake, on which the words "EAT ME" were beautifully marked in currants. "Well, I'll eat it," said Alice, "and if it 
makes me grow larger, I can reach the key; and if it makes me grow smaller, I can creep under the door: so 
either way I'll get into the garden, and I don't care which happens!" 

5 
She ate a little bit, and said anxiously to herself "Which way? Which way” holding her hand on the top of her 
head to feel which way it was growing; and she was quite surprised to find that she remained the same size. To 
be sure, this is what generally happens when one eats cake; but Alice had got so much into the way of 
expecting nothing but out-of-the-way things to happen, that it seemed quite dull and stupid for life to go on in 
the common way. So she set to work, and very soon finished off the cake. 10 

'Curiouser and curiouser!' cried Alice (she was so much surprised, that for the moment she quite forgot how to 
speak good English); 'now I'm opening out like the largest telescope that ever was! Good-bye, feet!' (for when 
she looked down at her feet, they seemed to be almost out of sight, they were getting so far off). 'Oh, my poor 
little feet, I wonder who will put on your shoes and stockings for you now, dears? I'm sure I shan't be able! I 15 
shall be a great deal too far off to trouble myself about you: you must manage the best way you can; - but I 
must be kind to them,' thought Alice, 'or perhaps they won't walk the way I want to go! Let me see: I'll give 
them a new pair of boots every Christmas.' She went on planning to herself how she would manage it. 'They 
must go by the carrier,' she thought;' and how funny it'll seem, sending presents to one's own feet! And how 
odd the directions will look! 20 

Alice's Right Foot, Esq. 
 Hearthrug, 

 Near the Fender, 
 (with Alice's love). 25 

Oh dear, what nonsense I'm talking!' 
Just then her head struck against the roof of the hall: in fact she was now more than nine feet high, and she at 
once took up the little golden key and hurried off to the garden door. 

30 
Poor Alice! It was as much as she could do, lying down on one side, to look through into the garden with one 
eye; but to get through was more hopeless than ever: she sat down and began to cry again. 'You ought to be 
ashamed of yourself,' said Alice, 'a great girl like you,' (she might well say this), 'to go on crying in this way! 
Stop this moment, I tell you!' But she went on all the same, shedding gallons of tears, until there was a large 
pool all round her, about four inches deep and reaching half down the hall. 35 

After a time she heard a little pattering of feet in the distance, and she hastily dried her eyes to see what was 
coming. It was the White Rabbit returning, splendidly dressed, with a pair of white kid gloves in one hand and 
a large fan in the other: he came trotting along in a great hurry, muttering to himself as he came, 'Oh! The 
Duchess, the Duchess! Oh! Won’t she be savage if I've kept her waiting!' Alice felt so desperate that she was 40 
ready to ask help of any one; so, when the Rabbit came near her, she began, in a low, timid voice, 'If you 
please, sir—' The Rabbit started violently, dropped the white kid gloves and the fan, and scurried away into the 
darkness as hard as he could go. 

Alice took up the fan and gloves, and, as the hall was very hot, she kept fanning herself all the time she went 45 
on talking: 'Dear, dear! How queer everything is to-day! And yesterday things went on just as usual. I wonder if 
I've been changed in the night? Let me think: was I the same when I got up this morning? I almost think I can 
remember feeling a little different. But if I'm not the same, the next question is, who in the world am I? Ah, 
THAT'S the great puzzle!' And she began thinking over all the children she knew that were of the same age as 
her, to see if she could have been changed for any of them. 50 
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1. Why did Alice decide to eat the cake?
A. Because she was hungry
B. Because the cake had “eat me” written on it
C. Because she thought it might make her grow large enough to reach the key
D. Because it was beautifully marked in currants

2. How did Alice check to see whether she had grown?
A. She found a mirror
B. She held the top of her head
C. She jumped up and down
D. She reached for the key

3. How tall did Alice grow after consuming the cake?
A. 6 foot tall
B. 12 foot tall
C. More than 9 foot tall
D. Alice did not grow any taller

4. Who was the White Rabbit scared to keep waiting?
A. The Queen of Hearts
B. The King
C. The Baron
D. The Duchess

5. Why did Alice keep fanning herself?
A. She was waiting for the White Rabbit
B. The hall was very hot
C. She wanted to use the fan
D. It helped her calm down

6. Which of the following words is an antonym of “hastily” (line 37)
A. Slowly
B. Quickly
C. Hurried
D. Speedily

7. What is the closest meaning to the word “savage” as it has been used on line 40?
A. Cannibal
B. Humane
C. Man eater
D. Furious
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8. What is meant by “out-of-the-way things” on line 9?
A. Hidden things
B. Not near her
C. Surprising
D. Things that are outside

9. Alice’s tears made a pool four inches tall. Approximately how deep is this using
the metric system?
A. 4 centimetres
B. 10 centimetres
C. 400mm
D. 2.5m

10. Why was Alice ashamed of herself?
A. For starting to cry
B. Because she ate the cake
C. Because she was so tall
D. Because she was hot

11. Which of the following words is closest in meaning to the word “timid” on line
42?
A. Confident
B. Nervous
C. Boyish
D. Stern

12. How did Alice plan to keep her feet happy?
A. By putting on stockings and shoes
B. By getting into the garden
C. By saying good-bye to them
D. By buying them new boots

13. Why was the White Rabbit in a rush?
A. He was late for his meeting with Alice
B. He had lost his fan and gloves
C. He was late for a meeting with the Duchess
D. It was getting dark outside
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Matrices 

On the left is a large square with one empty box. Choose the best option to complete the 
large square. 

 

1 

 ? A B C D E 

2 

 ?
A B C D E 

3 

  ?
A B C D E 

4 

 ? A B C D E 

Strategy: Similar to related shapes search for links and patterns. However, links could be horizontal, 
vertical or diagonal (or a mixture) 
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5 

 ?
A B C D E 

6 

 ? A B C D E 

7 

 ?
A B C D E 

8 

 ?

A B C D E 
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 12 x 12 Times Table Grid 

3 6 8 4 10 9 5 7 12 2 1 11 
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Estimating and Rounding numbers. 

Why is rounding numbers a VERY useful skill in mathematics? 

Rounding is an important skill in maths as it helps us estimate an answer to a complicated calculation quickly (if we then make a mistake while doing
the complicated calculation we will know !!!!!!). 

Example of using rounding: calculate 3.9 x 0.95. This is a tricky calculation but by using rounding we can make an educated estimate before
doing the full sum. 

Estimating Method: 3.9 is a number very close to 4; 0.95 is a number very close to 1. Using the rounded numbers our estimate is 4 x 1 = 4 
(the actual calculated answer is 3.705).

How to Round Numbers 

The population of Sri Lanka in 2015 was 20,798,492. 

What was the population of Sri Lanka rounded to the nearest million? 

Step 1: To round this number to the nearest million we must circle the number in the millions column and underline the number in the column

directly to the right of this number: 20,798,492.

Step 2: If the underlined number is a 4 or less then the circled number remains the same: if the underlined number is a 5 or greater, the circled number

increases by 1. All numbers to the right of the circled number are then converted to zeros: 21,000,000
*****When rounding 20,798,492 to the nearest million we are saying the 20,798,492 is closer to 21,000,000 then it is to 20,000,000. ***** 

What was the population of Sri Lanka rounded to the nearest thousand? _______________________________________ 

What was the population of Sri Lanka rounded to the nearest hundred? _______________________________________ 

What was the population of Sri Lanka rounded to the nearest ten-thousand? _______________________________________ 

*****Watch the ROUNDING RAP on YOUTUBE 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=3afU6JQG15I 
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Rounding Number Questions: 

Round these numbers to the nearest Ten and Thousand Round these numbers to the nearest TEN-THOUSAND and MILLLION  

Nearest 10 Nearest 1,000 Nearest 10,000       Nearest 1,000,000 

1. 32,934 ___________ __________ 7. 2,824,000 _______________      _______________

2. 32,406 ___________ __________ 8. 7,587,260 _______________      _______________

3. 272,763 ___________ __________ 9. 2,386,149 _______________      _______________

4. 508,036 ___________ __________ 10. 6,305,079 _______________      _______________

5. 4,720,489 ___________ __________ 11. 9,930,951 _______________      _______________

6. 1,038,512 ___________ __________ 12. 6,259,105 _______________      _______________

Round these numbers to the nearest Unit and Hundredth Round these numbers to the nearest Ten and Tenth 

Nearest unit or One Nearest 𝟏𝟏 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏� Nearest 10 Nearest 𝟏𝟏 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏�  

13. 2.135 ___________ __________ 15. 10.349 _______________   _______________ 

14. 13.541 ___________ __________ 16. 45.168 _______________   _______________ 
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Type C Alphabet-line Codes 
Each word below has been given its own code. Using an alphabet-
line, decipher the example code and then copy to work out the code 
for given word. The video link below will demonstrate this question 
type: https://youtu.be/9T5WWW8jvFQ 

1. If the Code for IMPEL is JNQFM  
What is the code for CRAZY?          __________________ 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

 
2. If the code for DUEL is BSCJ 

What is the code for WARM?  __________________ 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

 
3. If the code for HAPPY is KDSSB 

What is the code for LAUGH?  __________________ 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

 
4. If the code for travel is SQZUK 

What is the code for PLANE?   __________________ 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

 
5. If the code for ATTIRE is WPPENA 

What is the code for DESIRE?  __________________ 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
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Type D Synonyns (closest meaning) 

The link below will take you to a video showing how to 
approach type D questions: https://youtu.be/JbMfG8mDkcg 

Find two words (one from each bracket) that are the closest 
in meaning: 

1. [advertise, news, paper]   , [casual, read, promote] 

 

2. [grace, favour, peace] , [heaven, beauty, love] 

 

3. [tiny, mammoth, emu]    , [colossal, strange, ugly] 

 

4. [perimeter, maths, sum]   , [border, style, algebra] 

 

5. [church, blessing, love]   , [bonus, flower, shore] 
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